SMART Network Readiness Check for the SMART Room System™ for Microsoft® Lync®

Optimize your environment
The Network Readiness Check is a remotely delivered pre-deployment assessment of your Lync related IT environment to ensure optimization for your SMART Room System.
The first step to success
SMART works with your IT resources to ensure your Lync related IT environment is optimized for SMART Room System's best practices, preparing you for a successful deployment and integration with minimal effort.

Design and Readiness

The 3 phases in your Network Readiness Check

1. Prerequisite form
   Gathering of prerequisite information about your existing IT design, environment and permissions.

2. Readiness Check
   SMART facilitates an online TeamViewer® session with your IT rep to remotely assess the key points in your IT environment design, Lync deployment, network configurations and settings that are relevant for optimization. Results of the Readiness Check are analyzed and consolidated into a report, providing a readiness status for each testing point in the check.

3. Consultation
   A remote consultation is scheduled presenting the report and highlighting any recommendations and next steps required to optimize the environment for your SMART Room System.

Key Areas of Assessment for the SMART Room System

- Prerequisites: Lync related IT environment to verify your system's compatibility
- Topology: Check interoperability among various deployments of Lync and exchange
- Optimization: Deployment specific customization requirements

The benefits of the Network Readiness Check

- Provides quality assurance of pre-deployment optimization
- Decreases operational costs of reactive post-deployment fixes
- Designed with SMART deployment best practices and Global Lync Premier Support
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